Ukraine Watch: War shock is reflected in a
record 37.2% yoy GDP drop in Q2'2022
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According to an operative estimate, real GDP decreased by 37.2% yoy and 19.1% qoq. The
record drop was reasonably expected, thus staying very close to our estimates. Given the
balance of the current risks, we keep our GDP forecast for 2022 at -33%.
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Preliminary data on GDP dynamics over the second quarter came out unexpectedly and
with more than one month delay. In fact, the data just clearly reflected the primary
reaction of the economy to the war shock. The war had also put its harsh mark on
the promptness and the degree of statistical data. We still have no assessments from
the State statistics office on the detailed dynamic of GDP for the first quarter by its
main components. However, under current circumstances and due to the lack of data,
publishing just GDP dynamics remains an extremely important indicator by allowing us
to compare it with our estimates and forecasts.
The drop in real GDP in the second quarter of 2022 hit a record of 37.2% yoy, thus staying
very close to the figures we projected. However, we were slightly more pessimistic
vs actual data by forecasting a drop of 40% yoy over the period. Therefore, the actual
figure on the record decline in real GDP in the second quarter and our outlook for the
remaining two quarters of 2022 provides us with the possibility for a potential upward
adjustment in our whole-year forecasts. In qoq terms, the GDP recorded a 19.1% drop
over the second quarter of the year, thus indicating the technical recession and pointing
to the fact that 1Q22 GDP data still reflected a portion of the economic dynamic in the
pre-war period. We still consider April as the worst month in the second quarter in
terms of economic activity. Also, we estimate a gradual recovery in business activity began
since then, which was backed primarily by the release of territories in the north of Ukraine
and by improving business and consumer expectations, tax revenues and other indirect
indicators of business activity.
In terms of components, we still believe that business took the main burden of the war,
which could result in a drop in investments by around 70% yoy over the second quarter.
On the contrary, the main component of GDP, i.e. consumer spending, is expected to
be halved over the period. At the same time, state programs to help the population
(especially the displaced people) could mitigate the sharp drop in disposable income,
thus smoothing the potential negative dynamic in consumption. We still estimate the
contribution of government purchases and net exports as relatively insignificant but
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negative. We believe the negative trends in private consumption and investment will
continue until the end of 2022, albeit somewhat milder than in the second quarter.
Indeed, a solid package of external financing allowed to raise budget expenditures
substantially in the summer months, thus supporting government consumption and,
indirectly, consumer expenditures. Also, gradual improvement in external trade after the
initiation of the grain corridor should somewhat improve the net exports’ dynamic.
Chart 1 - GDP growth and nominal GDP
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We believe the GDP dynamic over the second quarter of this year should be the
worst-case figure as, according to our estimates, the domestic economy in the second
quarter faced the most dramatic negative impact from the war. This is also clearly seen
in the reaching of local minimums by both business and consumer confidence indices in
June. We also see clear signs of accommodation and cautious recovery of the economy
from April onwards. This is additionally reflected in the gradual recovery of market
sentiments recently. Therefore, according to our estimates, GDP dynamics in Q3 and Q4
will be slightly better than the Q2 figure. We thus stick to our April forecast of a 33%
yoy fall in real GDP in 2022, although, in contrast to previous estimates, the balance of
risks has shifted towards an improved outlook. At the same time, significant uncertainty
and negative risks associated with the war remain very high, and many positive trends,
particularly enhanced logistical opportunities for exports, are pretty fragile.
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Disclosure
Risk notifications and explanations
Warnings:

•

Figures on performance refer to the past. Past performance is not a reliable indicator for future results and the development
of a financial instrument, a financial index or a securities service. This is particularly true in cases when the financ...
A description of the concepts and methods used in the preparation of financial analyses is available under:
www.raiffeisenresearch.com/concept_and_methods.
"
Detailed information on sensitivity analyses (procedure for checking the stability of potential assumptions made in the context
of financial analyses) is available under: www.raiffeise..."
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"
Detailed information on recommendations concerning financial instruments or issuers disseminated during a period of 12
month prior to this publication (acc. to Art. 4 (1) i) Commission Delegated Regulation (EU) 2016/958 of 9.3.2016) is available
under...

IMPORTANT LEGAL NOTICE
Copyright law
The contents offered on this website and subsites (hereinafter: the “RBI Research-Website”) are protected by copyright law. The
downloading or storage of applications or programmes contained on the RBI Research-Website and the (complete or partial...
Information content, timeliness of information
The contents of the RBI Research-Website you are seeking to access is for information only and does neither qualify as investment
advice nor constitute or form part of any offer to buy or sell any securities or other financial instruments as defined i...
RBI has made every effort to ensure reliability in researching the information published on the RBI Research-Website or sent via
RBI Research-Website as well as in selecting the source of information used. Nonetheless, RBI does not assume any liabilit...
The information contained on the RBI Research-Website as well as forecasts published on the RBI Research-Website are based on
the information available and the market assessment at the point in time stated in the respective publications. Certain infor...
You agree and acknowledge that the information and statements contained in the materials you are accessing on the RBI ResearchWebsite speak only as of the date of such document and such information and statements will become inaccurate, stale and/or ...
RBI assumes no responsibility to maintain documents posted on the RBI Research-Website or to update any documents. Therefore,
users of the RBI Research-Website acknowledge that the content of documents available on the RBI Research-Website may not
sho...
Restricted access due to local regulations
Users of the RBI Research-Website can access some documents and information without registration requirements and without
further barriers (the respective area on the RBI Research-Website is hereinafter referred to as “Unrestricted Area”). By acce...
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Other documents are only available to persons who have registered themselves in accordance with the required procedure. The
part of the RBI Research-Website which can only be acceded by way of registration is hereinafter referred to as “Restricted A...
Due to the laws applicable in some jurisdictions or regulations imposed by capital market or securities authorities, some of the
information published on the RBI Research-Website (e.g. stock analyses) is not addressed to private individuals. In order ...
The distribution or dissemination of information published on the RBI Research-Website as well as the purchase and offering of
the respective products in certain jurisdictions may be subject to restrictions or additional requirements. Persons who retr...
Users of the Unrestricted Area should be aware that the documents available on this part of the RBI Research-Website are not
made available on the basis that any customer relationship is created between RBI and such user solely on the basis of such us...
Links to websites or URLs of third-party providers
With the exception of the cases regulated under § 17 of the Austrian E-Commerce Act, RBI does not assume any liability for the
content of websites or URLs of other providers to which links are provided. Neither does RBI assume any liability for the u...
Exclusion of liability
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RBI makes no warranty and will accept no liability for any damages whatsoever (including consequential or indirect damages, or
lost profits) relating to the access to the RBI Research-Website, the opening, use or querying of the contents on the RBI Re...
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Furthermore, RBI shall not be liable for technical disruptions such as server breakdowns, operating disruptions or failures of the
telecommunications links and other similar events, which could lead to the (temporary) unavailability of the RBI Researc...
Storage of registration data
The content in the Restricted Area of the RBI Research-Website is only available to registered users. By sending the completed
online registration form, the user confirms the completeness and correctness of the data given and also confirms having trut...
Changes to the RBI Research-Website
RBI retains the right to change and to remove the RBI Research-Website at any time (if necessary also without prior notice), in
particular as regards changing existing contents (in full or in part) and adding new contents.
General terms and conditions of business
For (authorised) users who use the services of RBI provided on the RBI Research-Website, the General Terms and Conditions of
Business, as amended, of RBI shall apply in addition to the terms and conditions of this Disclaimer.
Please also take ...
IF YOU CANNOT SO CERTIFY, YOU MUST CLICK THE BUTTON LABELLED “I DECLINE” OR OTHERWISE EXIT THIS WEBSITE.
BY ACCESSING THE MATERIALS ON THIS WEBSITE, YOU SHALL BE DEEMED TO HAVE MADE THE ABOVE REPRESENTATIONS
AND CONSENTED TO DELIVERY BY ELECTRONIC TRANSMISSION.
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